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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

10

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, CASE NO. 2:09-CV-4719-JHN-CW

12 Plaintiff, REPORT OF MONITOR'S
ACTIVITIES DATED OCTOBER

13 1S, 2011

14 JOHN BECK AMAZING PROFITS,
LLC, a California limited liability

15 company, et al.,

16 Defendants.

17

18
CALL MONITORING ACTIVITY

19
As previously reported, the Monitored Defendants provided login names and

20
pass codes in order for the Monitor to access recorded messages on the OAISYS

21
system. Information pertaining to individual calls appears on a screen in quasi

22
chronological order with a date and time stamp for each call. The telephone

23
number, duration and description of the call as an inbound or outbound call are also

24
included in each individual data file. The system does not include client name

25
identification. Calls for any given date appear in blocks of 50 calls. Calls can be

26
sorted by date or telephone number, but retrieval of the data is at times slow or non 

27
responsive making the search process cumbersome.
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Monitoring of a single day of calls revealed inconsistencies in activity since

the Monitor's last observations:

440 calls were reported by the system that day. This is a greatly diminished

number of calls from previous monitoring in which the system reported over 4,000

daily calls.

Of the 440 calls, only 28 calls or approximately 6% were outbound. While

not specifically previously tracked, the low number of current outbound calls is

notable.

None of the 28 outbound calls were sales calls. All 28 calls were listened to

10 by the Monitor. Most were under five minutes and consisted of customer service

calls, messages left on voicemail and calls following up on the return of

12 agreements. One call reported as an outbound call was actually an incoming call.

13 Monitoring of seven incoming calls revealed that they are primarily answered

14 by a recording that discloses calls are recorded or monitored for quality assurance

15 purposes. The recording does not identify the company. It states only 'customer

16 service' and gives options for areas of contact as well as the option to e-mail at

17 CustomerService®WealthSystemLLC.corn. If the choice to cancel is made, a

18 recording also offers another e-mail address to contact at

19 CustomerService®Family TVProducts.corn .

20 Of the calls monitored, three made reference to Monitored Defendants

21 Mentoring of America and Jeff Paul. Two of those three calls were to the same

22 consumer at different telephone numbers. The Mentoring of America call had to do

23 with a one year old refund agreement on which the consumer had not received the

24 refund.

25 Other entities referenced were Success Team, Wealth Systems LLC, Thrive,

26 Family TV and Sean Higgins. One of the outbound calls from Wealth Systems

27 LLC followed up on a call that resulted in a sale. During that call the consumer

28 was told that the representative had made an income representation that had not
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been documented and verified by 'another department'. The calling representative

wanted to clarify that the consumer had not made the decision to purchase the

program based on that representation.

One incoming call resulted in an initial sales conversation for a product by

Sean Higgins. The representation was made that federal law guarantees

investments in tax liens return at between 18% and 20%. The call ended with the

salesperson telling the consumer that the National Director would call the consumer

in five minutes. Subsequently, the Monitor searched the Oaisys System by

telephone number for the number of the consumer whose call had been monitored.

10 The search produced no outgoing calls to the telephone number the National

Director was to call. There were, however, two incoming calls from that telephone

12 number needing log in assistance with the "Members Only Deluxe Package" that

13 was just signed up for.

14 The Monitored Defendants previously maintained two other URL's which

15 were closed when call centers were closed. The Monitor attempted to log in to each

16 of the two URL's in order to determine if one or both had been reopened to house

17 outbound calls, including potentially one for "Members Only Deluxe Package"

18 above. The Monitor was unable to locate either of the previous URL's.

19 For comparison, the Monitor searched an alternative date for calls to monitor.

20 There were a total of 484 calls that day. Of the first block of 50 calls, 10 predated

21 the chronological search date. The remaining 40 were all inbound calls.

22 The Monitor listened to an unusually long incoming call. It was a sales call

23 initiated by a consumer who was returning a call to someone who had called him

24 subsequent to his upgrade to a 'deluxe package'. It appears that one of the books in

25 the Sean Higgins package describes how to use retirement money to invest in tax

26 lien certificates. The consumer was informed about how retirement money in a

27 401k plan that is not currently with an employer where contributions are being

28 made can be moved to a Qualified Retirement Plan (QRP), which can then be
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borrowed against to pay for coaching and subsequently tax lien investments. The

consumer was told that Mike Higgins, Sean Higgins' brother, can set this account

up for a charge that is equal to or less than what a financial institution would

charge. The consumer was also told that the added benefit would be that Mike

Higgins focuses on a different account than account Congress set up. The

Consumer was told that "today with tax liens and deeds I don't know of any other

program that is going to pay you 18 to 24% and sometimes even more depending

on the state which is guaranteed." The consumer was further told that this is why

the representative's company is growing. The consumer is then told that it doesn' t

10 matter what type of account is set up, it is not going to earn the type of return that a

tax lien certificate can. Further, the Consumer is ambiguously told that ".. . there

12 are some states in compounding interest each quarter throughout a year where you

13 can pay yourself on one investment because you are rolling it back into another

14 lien, same type of strategy each quarter 20% in penalty state, which can pay you, to

15 make it as simple as I can without going into all of the details, but it is paying

16 yourself almost 80% throughout a year on one investment that you are

17 compounding in, something that Sean talks about."

18 After monitoring this call, the Monitor searched the consumer's telephone

19 number. The next calls showing up on the Oaisys System referencing that number

20 were on inbound calls four weeks later. The consumer called asking for help with

21 the 'corporate set up material' he had received that incorrectly reflected his

22 company as a partnership instead of an LLC. The consumer was told that someone

23 had been trying to follow up with him on this telephone number and his wife' s

24 telephone number for a week. The consumer was further told someone would call

25 him the next day. None of these outbound calls were on the Oaisys system, either

26 to the initial consumer's phone number or his wife's phone number.

27 The Monitor observed that the disclosure of calls being recorded had

28 significantly improved since the previous Report of Monitor's Activities.
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PRODUCTION AND REVIEW OF ACCOUNTING RECORDS

As previously reported, on May 26, 2011, the Monitor requested copies of

the PeachTree electronic accounting files for the Monitored Defendants, including

the named Corporate Defendants and all of their affiliates, subsidiaries, successors

and assigns, and any other corporations or businesses under the control of any of

them, a total of 47 entities or persons. These electronic accounting files were

requested to be produced by June 3, 2011. Other backup documents were requested

for all of these entities or persons, including tax returns from 2007 to 2010, bank

statements from June 2010 to current, a list of credit card processors from 2007 to

10 current and merchant statements from 2009 to current. In its May 26, 2011 request,

the Monitor asked the defendants to advise it when the backup documents could be

12 obtained. In response, Defendants' counsel indicated that they believed the demand

13 was not within the scope of the Preliminary Injunction. In response, counsel for the

14 Monitor explained why the request for documents and information was within the

15 scope of the Monitor's authority. Thereafter, on June 8, 2011, the Defendants

16 provided PeachTree accounting files only for John Beck Amazing Profits, LLC,

17 Family Products, LLC, Jeff Paul, LLC, MOA, LLC and J. Alexander, but for none

18 of the other 42 entities and persons. The Monitor did not receive any of the other

19 requested documentation and information.

20 On September 20, 2011, counsel for the Monitor followed up with counsel

21 for the Defendants and inquired whether they intended to comply with the balance

22 of the Monitor's requests. The next day, counsel for the Defendants asserted that

23 "we thought Family Products produced what the Monitor had asked for." After a

24 further exchange of communications, on September 27, 2011, counsel for the

25 Defendants indicated that tax returns would be produced as soon as they were

26 received from the outside accountant, that the balance of items requested were

27 being gathered for production and that they intended to "commence a rolling

28 production beginning next week." On October 17, 2011, a large package of tax
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returns was received by the Monitor for many of the requested entities. These tax

returns have not yet been analyzed. No other documents have yet been received,

however on October 17, 2011, the Monitor was advised that additional documents

responsive to its request were going to be sent this week, including PeachTree

electronic accounting files for various entities. The Monitor is awaiting receipt of

these additional documents in order to be able to update its financial analysis of the

Monitored Defendants.

Dated: O c tober 19, 2010 MCKENNA LONG & ALDRIDGE LLP
GARY OWEN CARIS
LESLEY ANNE HAWES

10

By: /s/ Gar Owen Caris
12 Gary Owen Caris

Attorneys for Monitor
13 ROBB EVANS & ASSOCIATES

LLC
14

15

16

17

18
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PROOF OF SERVICE

I, Pamela A. Coates, declare:

I am a citizen of the United States and employed in Los Angeles County,

California. I am over the age of eighteen years and not a party to the within-entitled

action. My business address is 300 South Grand Avenue, 14th Floor, Los Angeles,

California 90071. On October 19, 2011, the within document entitled REPORT

OF MONITOR'S ACTIVITIES DATED OCTOBER 1S, 2011 was served by

ECF on the following:

Kenneth H. Abbe — kabbe® ftc.gov

10 Michael S. Brophy — mbrophy®raklaw.corn

Gary Owen Caris — gcaris ®mckennalong.corn,

12 pcoates®mckennalong.corn

13 David Robert Gabor — dgabor®raklaw.corn,

14 shackney®raklaw.corn, ksanderlin®raklaw.corn,

15 nwilson®raklaw.corn

16 Matthew D. Gold — mgold® ftc.gov

17 Catherine Claire Harrington-McBride — cmcbride®ftc.gov

18 John D. Jacobs — jjacobsif tc .gov

19 Judith L. Meadow — jmeadow®raklaw.corn

20 Stacy Rene Procter — sprocter®ftc.gov

21 Evan Rose — erose® ftc.gov

22 Larry C. Russ — lruss®raklaw.corn, tvogt®raklaw.corn,

23 lcdiaz®raklaw.corn

24 Christina Victoria Tusan — ctusan® ftc.gov

25 Pursuant to the court's Manual Notice List, on October 19, 2011, I served the

26 above-entitled document on:

27
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Alexander S. Polsky

JAMS

500 North State College Boulevard, Suite 600

Orange, CA 92648

by placing a true copy thereof, enclosed in a sealed envelope, postage prepaid.

I am readily familiar with the business practice of my place of employment

in respect to the collection and processing of correspondence, pleadings and notices

for mailing with United States Postal Service.

The foregoing sealed envelope was placed for collection and mailing this

date consistent with the ordinary business practice of my place of employment, so

10 that it will be picked up this date with postage thereon fully prepaid at Los Angeles,

California, in the ordinary course of such business.

12 I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct,

13 and that I am employed in the office of a member of the bar of this Court at whose

14 direction the service was made.

15 Executed on October 19, 2011 at Los Angeles, California.

16

17

Is/ Pamela A. Coates
18 Pamela A. Coates
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